Collaborative and Attentive Learning for Personalized Image Aesthetic Assessment
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Abstract

The ever-increasing volume of visual images has stimulated the demand for organizing such data by aesthetic quality. Automatic and especially learning based aesthetic assessment methods have shown potential by recent works. Existing image aesthetic prediction is often user-agnostic which may ignore the fact that the rating to an image can be inherently individual. We fill this gap by formulating the personalized image aesthetic assessment problem with a novel learning method. Specifically, we collect user-image textual reviews in addition with visual images from the public dataset to organize a review-augmented benchmark. Using this enriched dataset, we devise a deep neural network with a user/image relation encoding input for collaborative filtering. Meanwhile an attentive mechanism is designed to capture the user-specific taste for image semantic tags and regions of interest by fusing the image and user's review. Extensive and promising experimental results on the review-augmented benchmark corroborate the efficacy of our approach.

1 Introduction

With the continuously generated and ever-expanding volume of visual images, automatic image aesthetics assessment is increasingly important in many applications e.g. image retrieval and editing, content management and photography [Datta et al., 2007; Marchesotti et al., 2015; Lu et al., 2015b]. Among various vision problems, there is a particular challenge to assess an image as ‘good’ or ‘bad’, due to the highly subjective and complex nature of human aesthetic preference.

Many research efforts have been made to address the computational image aesthetic quality assessment problem. A major line of research formulates the image aesthetic prediction as classification or regression problem that map the image to users’ ratings [Datta et al., 2006; Nishiyama et al., 2011] etc. Among them, early attempts are based on the intuition of how an image is perceived, which design hand-crafted features by following the standard photographic rules of visual design such as the rule of thirds, the golden ratio, and color harmonies [Tong et al., 2004; Ke et al., 2006; Dhar et al., 2011; Bhattacharya et al., 2010; Zhang et al., 2013]. Despite the success of handcrafted features, recent work show that deep convolutional neural network (CNN) feature based methods [Kang et al., 2014; Lu et al., 2015b; Dong et al., 2015; Tian et al., 2015; Lu et al., 2015a] can yield leading performance on public benchmarks.

One key complication of aesthetic analysis compared with other vision tasks is that different people may have diverse conclusions on the same image based on their subjective preferences. In [Segalin et al., 2016], pictures are mapped into attributed human traits defined as the Big-Five factor structure [Goldberg, 1990]. However, human traits refer to common group characteristics rather than individual ones. So far little personalization technique has been introduced to image aesthetic assessment problem, which we believe is the essence of this problem and plays as the key motivation of this paper.

Such limitation also exists at existing public image aesthetic assessment datasets, including the popular Aesthetic Visual Analysis (AVA) dataset [Murray et al., 2012] and the Aesthetics and Attributes Database (AADB) dataset [Kong et al., 2016]. In fact, these datasets only contain visual images without any textual reviews that can semantically reflect users’ preferences. Moreover, the used ground truth for performance evaluation is often set as the average of individual users’ ratings of an image, making the evaluation protocol inherently personalization-free.

We enrich the AVA benchmark by crawling its user-specific textual reviews and derive the user-specific ratings to each image. It is important to note that review comments can reflect users’ personalized tastes. As such, we re-create a review-augmented version of AVA with multi-modal data (visual image and textual review), as well as derived personalized opinions. Note that [Zhang, 2016] developed a deep learning architecture for image aesthetic assessment, where image semantic tags were used in addition to image content. However, no (unstructured) text data was involved.

In this work, we propose a novel personalized multi-task
image aesthetic assessment approach. User textual reviews, visual content of images and their semantic tags are simulta-
neously modeled based on the above motivation and intuition. We identify the contributions as follows:

i) we address the personalized user-specific image aesthetic assessment learning task. To our best knowledge, this is the first work for formally formulating this problem. We also create the review-augmented image aesthetic assessment benchmark based on the Aesthetic Visual Analysis (AVA) dataset [Murray et al., 2012].

ii) We present a novel network for integrating multi-modal information including image, review, and user-image relation for (personalized) image aesthetic assessment learning. In particular, attentive mechanism is devised for capturing users’ personalized taste (reflected by their reviews) to an image w.r.t. the area of interest as well as the semantic tag of the images. The attention is fulfilled by the joint modeling of images and user-specific reviews.

iii) In addition with the new capability of predicting personalized user-image ratings, we also achieve the state-of-the-art performance on traditional user-agnostic image aesthetic assessment benchmark.

2 Problem Settings

Review-augmented AVA As discussed above, we enrich the AVA dataset [Murray et al., 2012] by re-collecting the user-specific reviews for an image which is tagged with its semantic tags such as family, landscape etc. There are in total 66 semantic tags in AVA and in total over 250,000 images.

For each image, the data source of the AVA dataset, i.e. the website (http://www.dpchallenge.com/) in fact contains both user-image ratings and user-image text reviews. For each review, the user id is available. However, for the raw rating score (with 10), its user information is de-identified and anonymous thus it is only possible to obtain the rating distribution but unable to link each raw rating to a corresponding user id (and its reviews). As a tentative effort, for each user’s review, we try to re-generate users’ ratings to the image and assign a binary label (‘good’ or ‘bad’), if the number of positive words is larger than the negative ones in the review to certain extent. Fig. 2 shows two image examples with their rating distributions: one is from de-identified raw score, the other is from the re-generated user-specific score from their review by our approach. In fact, we are able to reach 81% consistency between the raw ratings and the derived ratings from reviews for each image in average – see more details in the experiment section about the comparison protocol.

Figure 1: Working flow and difference of our model against existing pure visual image based methods. Our personalized model is multi-modal by using user review data.

Figure 2: Two examples of the images in the AVA dataset: 1) raw image; 2) anonymous rating’s distribution for the image from the raw dataset; 3) re-generated rating’s distribution from the text review data. Two observations are made: 1) the raw rating’s distribution is similar to our re-generated one which verifies our derived user-dependent ratings are reasonable; 2) the distributions can be either gaussian or non-gaussian which showcases the complexity and diversity of the ratings, and the need for a personalized model.

Figure 3: Attentive collaborative filtering network (CFAN) for personalized aesthetic assessment. Each word in the textual reviews \( r_{uv} \) is first one-hot encoded by the word dictionary, the embedding \( w_{uv} \) is then fed into a bidirectional GRU recurrent neural network. Its output is convolved with the image CNN feature to generate the user-specific feature \( f_{uv} \) (see more illustration in Fig. 6). Finally the aesthetic rating task and semantic tagging task are learned jointly to benefit each other. The rest part is the same with the CF network.
Table 1: Partial statistics of AVA review dataset.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Metrics</th>
<th>Portrait</th>
<th>Still Life</th>
<th>Abstract</th>
<th>Landscape</th>
<th>Nature</th>
<th>Others</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Avg. review # per image</td>
<td>9.031</td>
<td>7.464</td>
<td>7.542</td>
<td>8.214</td>
<td>7.733</td>
<td>7.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Avg. user # per image</td>
<td>9.031</td>
<td>7.455</td>
<td>7.525</td>
<td>8.201</td>
<td>7.718</td>
<td>7.91</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Avg. review # per user</td>
<td>9.977</td>
<td>8.748</td>
<td>10.648</td>
<td>12.725</td>
<td>12.885</td>
<td>35.2X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Range review # per image</td>
<td>[1.125]</td>
<td>[1.83]</td>
<td>[1.114]</td>
<td>[1.110]</td>
<td>[1.105]</td>
<td>[1, K]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Range user # per image</td>
<td>[1.123]</td>
<td>[1.87]</td>
<td>[1.116]</td>
<td>[1.111]</td>
<td>[1.109]</td>
<td>[1, K]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Range review # per user</td>
<td>[1.168]</td>
<td>[1.600]</td>
<td>[1.800]</td>
<td>[1.1158]</td>
<td>[1.1197]</td>
<td>[1.396]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Image #</td>
<td>7507</td>
<td>74324</td>
<td>97117</td>
<td>109623</td>
<td>115778</td>
<td>25555</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3 Proposed Models and Algorithms

In this section, we will introduce our network which involves standard building blocks like CNN (VGG-16) [Simonyan and Zisserman, 2014], multi-task loss [Caruana, 1997; Kao et al., 2017]. In particular, the personalization is fulfilled by a collaborative filtering network component that infuses the user and image relation information. Using this model as a starting point, we further add users’ text review data and correspondingly develop an attentive mechanism to bridge the visual images and textual reviews. Importantly, this mechanism can capture the particular region of interest in an image as well as the latent factors of semantic tags individual for rating an image.

3.1 Personalized Collaborative Filtering Attentive Aesthetic Assessment Network

As shown in Fig. 3, for image v reviewed by user u, we first embed its index in set v (by one-hot encoding vector) into an embedding layer with output q_v. Then q_v is combined with the image visual content feature f_v (weighted by W_v) in to a merger operation by:

\[ q^1_v = \text{Merge}(q_v, W_v \cdot f_v) \]  (1)

where Merge(·, ·) : R^d \times R^d \rightarrow R^d is a function that merges two d dimension vectors into one. Element-wise multiplication is used in this paper while other mappings can be used depending on specific applications.

The latent variable q^1_v is combined with the user-wise index embedding \( \gamma_u \) to generate the binary prediction \( \hat{y}_{uv} \):

\[ \hat{y}_{uv} = f(\gamma_u, q^1_v) \]  (2)

where f(·, ·) is interaction function learned through hidden layers.

For the CNN structure used for image content feature f_v extraction, VGG-16 [Simonyan and Zisserman, 2014] pre-trained on the 1000-class ImageNet classification challenge 2012 dataset [Deng et al., 2009] is adopted (by removing its fully connected layers). Then we use bidirectional GRU [Bahdanau et al., 2014] model to combine the word embedding with the CNN visual features. GRU reads the review r_{uv} from \( w^0_{uv} \) to \( w^{L_{uv}-1}_{uv} \) while \( \overrightarrow{\text{GRU}} \) reads reversely.

\[ \overrightarrow{\gamma}_i = \overrightarrow{\text{GRU}}(w^i_{uv}), i \in [0, L_{uv} - 1] \]

\[ \overrightarrow{\gamma}_i = \overrightarrow{\text{GRU}}(w^i_{uv}), i \in [L_{uv} - 1, 0] \]  (3)

As a result the annotation for word \( w^i_{uv} \) can be concatenated of forward hidden state \( \overrightarrow{\gamma}_i \) and backward one \( \overrightarrow{\gamma}_i \):

\[ h_{uv} = [\overrightarrow{\gamma}_i, \overleftarrow{\gamma}_i] \]  (4)

The annotation h_{uv} is projected to visual space from contextural information as the convolutional kernel K by K = \( \sigma(W_k h_{uv} + b_k) \), highlighting the visual features focused by users (reflected by their reviews). K has the same number of channels as the visual feature f_v. The review-image attention map is calculated by:

\[ a^{ij}_{uv} = \frac{e^{ij}_{uv}}{\sum_j e^{ij}_{uv}} \]  (5)

where \( \sigma(x) = \frac{1}{1 + e^{-x}} \), and f_{uv} = K \ast f_v is the convolution of the kernel K with f_v. Note \( a^{ij}_{uv} \) is the element of the attention map.
We conjecture the attention framework can be useful in two aspects: 1) It can locate subjects in the photo and features in less relevant regions would be filtered out; 2) It can also focus on personalized semantic patterns (e.g. colorfulness, lighting) of a specific user. Fig. 4 shows such diversity for attention maps among different users. Note the attention map is user-specific.

Finally a multi-task learning part is added to the attentive network. The hidden layers and convolutional layers in this network can be regarded as shared layers, the added fully-connected layers in multi-task learning part are task-specific layers. The final loss function is:

$$\ell_{f,t} = \sum y_{uv} \log \hat{y}_{uv} + (1 - y_{uv}) \log(1 - \hat{y}_{uv})$$
$$+ \sum \lambda_x (x_{uv} \log \hat{x}_{uv} + (1 - x_{uv}) \log(1 - \hat{x}_{uv}))$$
$$+ \sum \lambda_y (\beta_{uv} \log \hat{\beta}_{uv} + (1 - \beta_{uv}) \log(1 - \hat{\beta}_{uv}))$$

where $\lambda_x$ and $\lambda_y$ are the weighting hyper-parameters, $\hat{y}_{uv}$ is the prediction of user-specific rating task, $\hat{x}_{uv}$ is the prediction of semantic tag classification task, and $\hat{\beta}_{uv}$ is the prediction of user-agnostic rating task.

4 Experimental Results and Discussion

We evaluate the proposed method on one of the most large-scale and challenging datasets, i.e. AVA dataset for visual aesthetic quality assessment (augmented by users’ reviews). It contains more than 255,000 images gathered from www.dpchallenge.com, with each image tagged by 0 to 2 semantic tags. There are around 200 users giving a rating score ranging from 1 to 10 for each image.

We follow the protocol by the state-of-the-art work [Kao et al., 2017] to identify 29 major semantic tags (e.g. abstract, fashion, family, sky, sports) with 185,751 images used for our evaluation: i) the chosen tag has at least 3000 images; ii) the chosen image has at least one tag. If an image has two tags, the primary tag will be set as its tag in line with the protocol used by the state-of-the-art [Kao et al., 2017].

4.1 Protocol & Data Preparation

Review Augmentation

We try to recover the user-specific ratings which are missing in the AVA dataset. The main idea is to explore the text reviews to derive the underlying ratings. There are some challenges in extracting semantic ratings from textual reviews which consist of many short sentences. Moreover, the reviews may not well follow the grammar in written form. We design the following empirical protocol to recover user-image ratings, as illustrated in Fig. 5.
Figure 6: Detailed view of our approach. Blue box is used to extract CNN feature maps from raw images. Green box denotes the attention extraction phase. In yellow box, the output of the RNN (GRU) is transformed to a kernel convoluted with CNN feature maps to generate attention-map. Red box denotes the personalized processing phase, where the attention-map is merged with image index one-hot encodings to derive a new embedding, which is then multiplied by the user index encoding to generate both the image semantic and aesthetic labels, in the sense of multiple task learning as shown in the purple box.

Figure 7: Evaluation for user-agnostic image aesthetic assessment on the 29 major tags. Rightmost bar is the overall accuracy.

is reduced into $10 \times 10 \times 512$ after five pooling layers in VGG-16. The dimension of the attention-map is $10 \times 10 \times 512$ which is the same as the feature map. The merging of attention-map and image feature is through transform matrix according to a normal distribution. The user encoding and image embedding have the same dimension and after element-wise product the result can be used to predict the aesthetic ratings for different users. In all of our networks, the VGG-16 part is initialized by pretraining on ImageNet, and the resting parameters are randomly initialized according to a standard normal distribution $N(0, 1)$, and then updated by executing stochastic gradient descent (SGD). The hyper-parameters in our models are tuned by conducting 10-fold cross validation on the training set. We set 90% of the data as training set, and the rest is testing set. Specifically, the weighting parameter $\lambda_3$ and $\lambda_z$ in Eq. 6 is set to balance the contribution of semantic classification loss and aesthetic rating loss. We set the original learning rate as 0.005, the decay rate as 0.99, the decay step as 1000. $k$ is set as 50, $\lambda_3$ is set as 1, and $\lambda_z$ is set as 0.015.

4.2 Results & Discussion

User-agnostic Aesthetic Assessment

In the previous study, image aesthetic assessment is performed at the aggregated level, including the state-of-the-art MTRLCNN (Multi-Task Relationship Learning Convolutional Neural Network) [Kao et al., 2017]. For a fair comparison, we use the same metric, i.e. binary classification accuracy on the rating to evaluate the performance of MTRLCNN and our proposed models.

The accuracy on the major 29 image semantic tags is illustrated in Fig. 7, which involves three compared methods: 1) $CFN_{pure-2\_task}$: pure CF based network without using any image or text review as input. Two tasks, i.e. image assessment prediction and image tag classification are jointly
learned: 2) MTRLCNN: the state-of-the-art user-agnostic assessment approach which is a multi-task learning based network using only visual image as input; 3) our approach CFAN-3_task as depicted in Fig. 3 which uses CF and attention mechanism to fuse both text and image data. In general, our method outperforms in most tags, which verifies the efficacy of our model to traditional user-agnostic aesthetic assessment task. Note that our model meanwhile learns the user-specific assessment task.

Personalized Aesthetic Assessment
For comparison of our approach CFAN-3_task for personalized prediction, AUC score for ROC [Bradley, 1997] is compared. Since there are few tailored personalized models for image aesthetic assessment, we compare two recently proposed general personalized prediction.

BPR (Bayesian Personalized Ranking) [Rendle et al., 2012]: is a well-known personalized recommendation algorithm to model user implicit feedback (e.g. clicks, purchases) without visual features. In the experiment, for each positive feedback, a negative sample is randomly generated.

VBPR (Visual Bayesian Personalized Ranking) [He and McAuley, 2016]: is an Bayesian Personalized Ranking method which models raw visual features for item recommendation. In the test, visual features are also extracted by the same deep features [Simonyan and Zisserman, 2014].

We also test degraded versions of our model as follows: 1) CFN-1_task: the input are user factors, image factors and image raw data. Only collaborative filter layers are included; 2) CFAN-1_task: the review is added as another modal of input and a RNN model is used to extract attention map; 3) CFAN-2_task: the network which jointly performs personalized assessment task and semantic tag classification task. For CFN-1_task and CFAN-1_task, no multi-task is involved and the loss focuses on the user-specific prediction.

Fig. 8 shows the averaged performance among various tags of images. Note our final model as depicted in Fig. 3 involves three loss, so it is termed by CFAN-3_task in the plot. We make the following observations and analyses:

- The basic method BPR only considers user and image factors. It performs worst because of the limited input information. VBPR and CFN-1_task have the same input but the latter performs better in binary classification problem. CFAN-1_task improves the performance by nearly 10% with the help of additional text/image information. Our main network CFAN-3_task is superior against other methods and the result shows that different tasks can synergetically contribute to each other.
- No surprisingly, the network with attentive mechanism, i.e. CFAN-1_task outperforms the CFN-1_task by a notable margin. It can be explained that attention map extracted from user review can reflect users’ focuses. Features in less relevant regions would be filtered out. Fig. 4 shows the feature maps extracted by different users. In CFN-1_task network, the connection between user and image is based on the combination of the factors. In CFAN-1_task network, that is further based on the user focused image visual features.

As one of our main contributions is modeling the user reviews, we also test the performance of our methods changing reviews in each image. Fig. 9 shows the performance for CFN-1_task and CFAN-1_task learning user personalized assessment. The accuracy and AUC have minor fluctuations within 10%. Though reviews are not modeled in CFN-1_task, the result can confirm that the number of reviews makes no significant influence on the results of aesthetic rating. A special case is that when we only use reviews without image nor rating relation input, the personalized task accuracy is 0.18. In fact, the modeling of personalized information involves user ID, image ID, review, and image. The reviews contribute to but not dominate the results.

5 Conclusion
In this work, to the best of our knowledge, we are the first to predict personalized user specific rating of image aesthetics by training a neural network from images and texts. Our framework models visual features, semantic tags, and user reviews, leading to increasing accuracy of personalized image aesthetic rating. In the framework, the collaborative filtering and RNN network are combined to generate user specified visual features with attention maps. The aesthetic assessment tasks (i.e. user-specified and user agnostic) and semantic classification task are performed simultaneously. Empirical study shows state-of-the-art performance of our approach. In the future, we aim at using this research as a first step to perform explainable image aesthetic assessment.
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